
The Open Smart5Grid Experimental platform will facilitate and support seamless integration, testing and validation of existing and new 5G

services and NetApps from third parties, such as SMEs, developers, engineers or other interested parties that do not belong to the

consortium.

Smart5Grid provides an open access NetApp repository and offers support and assistance through a clear and trustworthy experimentation

roadmap.

The Smart5Grid Open 5G platform will be demonstrated on four real-life environments of south-eastern Europe targeting the entire

energy service chain from green power generation, coordinated cross-border transmissions system operation to power distribution.

One of the most advanced grid automation systems for grid-

fault detection, isolation and grid reconfiguration was

developed and it is able to fulfil the self-healing feature of

smart grids. Monitoring the availability and performance of

the communication layer of several interconnected grid faut-

detection systems is crucial for identifying the root-cause in

case a grid fault is not properly cleared.

This demo pilot aims to demonstrate the capabilities of a 5G enabled

virtual phasor data concentrator (PDC) to serve wide area monitoring

(WAM) of power flow dynamics over cross-border jurisdictions of

neighboring Transmission System Operators (TSOs). An independent

power system body, called Regional Security Coordinator is in change

to independently monitor and study any cross-border events, as well

as to propose means for wide-area control solutions for the respective

region.

Worker's safety in High Voltage (HV) or Medium Voltage (MV)

power substations is of paramount importance for any

Distribution System Operators (DSOs). An automated warning

system would enhance the safety protocol procedures making

use of 5G enabled portable sensors such as Internet of Things

(IoT) and cameras with embedded tracking functions and

Artificial Intelligence (AI) recognition systems.

Smart5Grid aims to boost innovation in the energy industry vertical by providing an open 5G enabled experimentation platform

customized for smart energy industry vertical. It targets to attract and boost innovative service solutions for this mission critical vertical by

developing extended and highly demanding Network Applications (NetApps) on top of a public or private 5G mobile network

infrastructure.
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Consortium

Vision
Develop, deploy 

and validate a 

fully featured 5G 

network platform 

customized for 

smart energy 

distribution grids

Integrate an Open 

Service Repository 

to facilitate rapid 

testing and 

validation for third 

party developers 

and SMEs outside 

the consortium

Provide a 

Validation and 

Verification 

experimentation 

Framework for 

NetApp 

automating testing, 

certification and 

integration

Develop high 

performance 

NetApps that will 

support the four 

ambitious 

energy-oriented 

use-cases.

Demonstrate the 

use-case specific 

NetApps in four 

advanced 5G real-

life demonstrations 

against the 5G PPP 

Key Performance 

Indicators (KPIs).

Conduct market 

analysis and 

propose new 

business models 

through a detailed 

techno-economic 

analysis focusing 

on SMEs business 

upscale

A decentralized renewable generation unit will be monitored to secure

Operational & Maintenance excellence and grid integration facilitation.

The plant components, operational environment and production

parameters will be monitored via public 5G network and visualized on

App.

Italian 

Pilot

(DSO-Operations) Automatic power distribution 

grid fault detection

Bulgarian 

Pilot
Millisecond level precision distributed generation 

monitoring

(DSO- Safety) Remote inspection of automatically 

delimited working areas at distribution level
Spanish 

Pilot

Greek-

Bulgarian Pilot
Real-time wide area monitoring
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